1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Physical activity reduces the risk of chronic disease ([@bib24]; [@bib74]) and a substantial proportion of the population would benefit from being more active ([@bib19]). Public health strategies increasingly identify the environment as a modifiable determinant of activity. For example, the World Health Organisation Global Action Plan on physical activity identifies the importance of improvements to walking and cycle networks, road safety, and access to public open spaces and the need to understand where people live, work and play for their effective delivery ([@bib75]). Previous studies that investigated the relationship between characteristics of the environment and activity have predominantly examined the residential neighbourhood, applying static administrative boundaries or buffers around participants\' addresses ([@bib7]; [@bib47]; [@bib68]). These assessments do not characterise the spaces within which people actually move and are exposed to, or account for within- and between-person heterogeneity in spatial habits ([@bib56]). Furthermore, assessing the environment around the home address can create spatial and temporal uncertainty relating to actual exposure (the uncertain geographic context problem (UGCP)) because it is unknown how much time people spend in those environments ([@bib39]).

One concept which aims to more accurately capture exposure to different environments is the activity space. The general principle of an activity space is that it provides a dynamic measure of the environment by describing the locations and spaces an individual interacts with as a result of their activities ([@bib17]). It is organised around key anchor points including home and work locations and extends to locations such as food outlets, child\'s schools, parks, and social meeting points ([@bib1]). Locations may be weighted by the frequency, regularity, and duration at which they are visited ([@bib56]). The concept of the activity space was introduced in 1970 when space-time geography was used to assess daily travel behaviours ([@bib18]) and has since been applied in a number of disciplines including transport, psychology, and food environments, using methods including diaries, GPS devices, web mapping applications and interviews ([@bib65]; [@bib22]). With an increasing shift towards objective assessment of activity and behaviours, the number of studies using GPS devices to examine the associations between environments and activity has grown in recent years ([@bib38]; [@bib8]; [@bib32]).

Chaix and colleagues recognise that studies applying the concept of the activity space have the potential to strengthen the basis for causal inference between the environment and physical activity, if the methods and research question are thoughtfully implemented ([@bib8]). Some methods used to derive activity spaces capture environments potentially accessible to an individual over time but also capture environments regardless of a person\'s use of, awareness or exposure to that environment. Others methods describe places visited or spaces used for physical activity. However, an individual\'s preference to perform an activity may bias any associations observed between accessibility to these environments and physical activity because people who want to be active seek out environments or locations supportive of activity in order to be active. Using spaces used for activity as a measure of accessible environments gives rise to a circular argument as an individual would not have visited the location if they did not intend to be active there. This circularity may lead to a form of confounding called selective daily mobility bias which is likely to generate problems for causal inference because certain individuals may appear more exposed and any relationship between accessibility to these spaces and physical activity behaviours may be strengthened.

A previous review described the origins of the concept of an activity space, the categorisation of the disciplinary research areas, and the methods used ([@bib54]). This previous narrative review is not systematic and does not clearly outline the approach used to search for articles. It is also mainly descriptive and does not develop or evaluate the concepts in depth. Consequently, there is a gap in understanding how the activity spaces have been applied and used in existing research. This review aims to examine the application of the activity space in studies of the environment and physical activity, identify what methods have been used, the research questions addressed, synthesise the methodological, analytical and conceptual issues, and assess the extent to which they strengthen the basis for causal inference.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Search strategy {#sec2.1}
--------------------

To inform the design and scope of our search strategy and inclusion criteria, we completed pilot searches. We identified existing systematic reviews relating to GPS-located physical activity ([@bib46]; [@bib38]; [@bib48]; [@bib45]; [@bib6]) and extracted key words and terms of interest from each. We then tested terms relating to themes common to the reviews (GPS, environment, activity space and physical activity) in PubMed. Different combinations of the themes were tested to understand if any search terms limited the results. Titles of studies from the searches were screened and potentially relevant articles were shortlisted and reviewed by all authors to inform the final search strategy and inclusion criteria. Further details of the minor changes made as a result of pilot searches are described in supplementary material ([Appendix 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

In January 2018, we completed systematic searches of seven electronic databases to identify potential literature searching for articles published before 20th January 2018 (PubMed, Web of Science, TRID (Transport Research International Documentation), Scopus, Ovid MEDLINE, ProQuest, NICE (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence) evidence search). Search terms were based on four themes (1) mapping; (2) activity space; (3) physical activity; and (4) health/behaviour ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and the full search strategy as implemented in PubMed is detailed in the supporting material ([Appendix 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). In each section we included both broad (e.g. physical activity; exercise) and more specific search terms (e.g. walking; cycling) to ensure good coverage. Given the volume of outputs from each database, restrictions were applied to limit the results to studies of human behaviour in the multidisciplinary databases.Table 1Search terms.Table 1ThemeSearch terms(1) MappingGPS, GIS, map, behavioural geography, context(2) Activity spaceActivity space, potential path, daily path, destinations(3) Physical ActivityPhysical activity, walking, cycling, exercise, transport, mobility, movement(4) Health/behaviourSpatial behaviour, health behaviour, community, social cohesionSearch query:1 AND 2 AND (3 OR 4)

To identify additional relevant literature, eligible articles were forwards and backwards referenced searched by reviewing reference lists and papers that cited included studies. We also contacted the first and last authors of eligible articles with multiple publications (n = 10) via email and asked if they were aware of any other eligible articles. We also searched past editions of the GPS-Health Research Network (GPS-HRN) newsletter and emailed the editor to identify other relevant studies.

We registered our protocol with the International Prospective Register for Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) in January 2018 (record number: CRD42018087095) ([@bib66]).

2.2. Inclusion criteria {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

As we sought to understand how activity spaces had been used in studies assessing the association between the environment and activity, we took an inclusive approach embracing evidence on one potential causal pathway, drawing on the principles of a perspective articulated by Zenk ([@bib77]). This pathway might work in the following way: environmental characteristics in areas where people spend time might be associated with use of those environments (often captured through activity spaces) which might be related to levels of physical activity and subsequent health. Therefore, studies assessing environments exposed to as a result of use of space, characteristics of that space, physical activity, activity behaviours, or health outcomes were included.

We included all types of study designs, but studies had to use a spatial summary measure of movement, behaviour, activity, or locations visited and explicitly geo-locate spaces visited. The unit of analysis had to be the individual level and unique spatial summaries (activity spaces) must have been derived for each study participant. Locations could be self-reported and subsequently mapped or directly inferred from objective measures, such as GPS devices. Sub-sets of behaviour such as walking or trips made for a specific purpose were also included. No date, location, age, sample size, language or quality restrictions were applied.

Chaix and colleagues previously identified studies which assess the distribution of activity in different types of spaces or land use types, such as the time spent active in schools or parks, as descriptive and potentially limiting ([@bib8]). To focus the review, we excluded these descriptive studies. We also excluded studies that modelled or estimated routes, such as those that assumed individuals took the most direct route between two destinations, or described possible methods and did not apply them in an empirical study.

2.3. Study screening and data extraction {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------

The lead author (LS) screened titles and abstracts for eligibility. In phase 1 of screening, all articles with obviously irrelevant titles and abstracts were excluded. In phase 2 of screening, consideration was given to the definition and concept of the activity space by all authors. All articles considered to provide potential context or methods of interest were initially grouped into one of six categories ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Articles in categories 1 to 5 were excluded and all articles in category 6 were retrieved in full text and reviewed by LS.Table 2Study categories identified from phase 2 of screening.Table 2CategoryDescription1Studies where there was no variation in access for participants:•Those that assessed activity within a constrained area, such as internal environments (shopping centre, care home) or housing developments•Those that used non-continuous and infrequent locational data such as the mapping of social media check-ins•Those that described activity by environmental feature or land use type with no spatial summary2Studies that assessed non-physical activity outcomes where the causal pathway between environment and physical activity was unclear3Studies that assessed populations with long term limiting health conditions such as those with mobility disabilities or visual impairments4Non-empirical studies such as systematic reviews5Studies that modelled transport, such as those that map taxi or freight journeys, following the vehicle\'s route rather than the individual\'s6Empirical or methodological studies relating to activity spaces, environments, and physical activity

Language translation programmes were used and expertise from colleagues was sought to translate articles not written in English. 20% of articles identified for full text review were screened independently by LF for agreement. Reasons for exclusion were recorded by both authors and any discrepancies in agreement were referred to JP for a majority decision.

Information on study design, sample characteristics, research questions, activity space delineations, exposure and outcome measures, key findings and conceptual discussions related to causality were extracted from eligible articles by LS into pre-designed forms ([Appendix 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Table A1). In doing so, the terms and delineations used by the original authors were extracted. LF checked data extractions for accuracy and completeness for 20% of articles.

2.4. Data synthesis {#sec2.4}
-------------------

We categorised studies according to the spatial and temporal methods used to define and delineate activity spaces, research questions addressed, and how activity spaces were applied to investigate which parts of the potential causal pathway between environmental exposure and physical activity. These categories were informed by data extracted from the studies and were designed to provide insight on the ways the activity space had been applied practically and conceptually. We synthesised results narratively to understand the consideration given to causal inference framed by Bradford Hill\'s principles of causation ([@bib27]) and to identify any gaps in the field. Although other statistical frameworks for causality were considered ([@bib55]; [@bib31]), the principles from Bradford Hill were chosen due to their broad nature and relevance to epidemiological studies.

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Study selection {#sec3.1}
--------------------

The electronic database searches returned 12982 records and 25 records were identified from GPS-HRN newsletters. After screening titles and abstracts and categorizing articles of potential interest, 296 were identified for full text review. LF reviewed 20% of the full text articles with a 92% agreement rate. Five articles were referred to JP; there were no patterns in the reasons for referral. Three articles were identified from forwards and backwards reference searches. 8/10 of experts responded and did not provide any additional eligible articles. In total, 47 articles met the inclusion criteria. The process of article inclusion and are detailed in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and full a list of included articles and detailed tables are provided in [Appendix 2](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}.Fig. 1*Study selection*. ^a^See [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} for details on categories ^b^Some studies met multiple criteria for exclusion. Categories and reasons for exclusion were ordered and only the criterion of highest order is shown ^c^All articles from category six (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 1

3.2. Study characteristics {#sec3.2}
--------------------------

All articles were published after 2007 with 25 published within the past three years (2016--2018). The majority of study populations originated from high income countries, primarily from cities or metropolitan neighbourhoods in North America (n = 24) and Europe (n = 17). One study was identified from a middle income country, drawing on a sample from 28 villages near one city in India ([@bib64]), and one studied rural dwellers from three towns in Northern Ireland ([@bib34]). Samples were studied for all age groups with most drawn from adult (n = 22) populations. Some targeted females ([@bib61]; [@bib62]), lower income participants ([@bib29]; [@bib16]), university members ([@bib35]; [@bib70]), e-bike owners ([@bib59]), or those living in subsidised housing ([@bib13]). Most studies were solely cross-sectional in design (n = 43) and four assessed activity spaces in relation to an intervention ([@bib35]; [@bib37]; [@bib10]; [@bib67]). All intervention studies examined alterations to the built environment including access to a demand responsive transport service, improvements to street safety, a covered walkway, and a modelled increase in services in the residential area. Study characteristics are detailed in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Summary of study characteristics.Table 3CharacteristicReferenceNo.**Continent**N America([@bib77]) ([@bib62]) ([@bib61]) ([@bib29]) ([@bib28]) ([@bib16]) ([@bib13]) ([@bib67]) ([@bib63]) ([@bib5]) ([@bib12]) ([@bib42]) ([@bib15]) ([@bib43]) ([@bib60]) ([@bib30]) ([@bib40]) ([@bib20]) ([@bib41]) ([@bib44]) ([@bib69]) ([@bib36]) ([@bib21]) ([@bib11])24Europe([@bib34]) ([@bib70]) ([@bib35]) ([@bib59]) ([@bib10]) ([@bib49]) ([@bib25]) ([@bib26]) ([@bib14]) ([@bib9]) ([@bib3]) ([@bib50]) ([@bib51]) ([@bib4]) ([@bib57]) ([@bib23]) ([@bib73])17Australia([@bib71]) ([@bib2]) ([@bib72])3Asia([@bib64]) ([@bib37]) ([@bib76])3**Age group**Children([@bib5]) ([@bib43]) ([@bib40]) ([@bib41]) ([@bib44]) ([@bib49]) ([@bib25]) ([@bib26]) ([@bib73]) ([@bib71]) ([@bib2])11Adolescents([@bib62]) ([@bib61]) ([@bib13]) ([@bib42])4Adults([@bib64]) ([@bib34]) ([@bib70]) ([@bib35]) ([@bib59]) ([@bib10]) ([@bib37]) ([@bib67]) ([@bib63]) ([@bib12]) ([@bib60]) ([@bib30]) ([@bib69]) ([@bib36]) ([@bib21]) ([@bib11]) ([@bib14]) ([@bib9]) ([@bib3]) ([@bib4]) ([@bib57]) ([@bib23])22Older adults([@bib29]) ([@bib28]) ([@bib16]) ([@bib20]) ([@bib50]) ([@bib51]) ([@bib72]) ([@bib76])8All([@bib77]) ([@bib15])2**Sample size**0--50([@bib64]) ([@bib16]) ([@bib59]) ([@bib42]) ([@bib20]) ([@bib44]) ([@bib49]) ([@bib3]) ([@bib50]) ([@bib51]) ([@bib4]) ([@bib2]) ([@bib72]) ([@bib76])1451--100([@bib77]) ([@bib29]) ([@bib28]) ([@bib37]) ([@bib5]) ([@bib30]) ([@bib25]) ([@bib26])8101--500([@bib34]) ([@bib62]) ([@bib61]) ([@bib70]) ([@bib35]) ([@bib13]) ([@bib10]) ([@bib67]) ([@bib43]) ([@bib14]) ([@bib9])11501--1000([@bib63]) ([@bib60]) ([@bib40]) ([@bib41]) ([@bib36])51001--5000([@bib15]) ([@bib57]) ([@bib23]) ([@bib73]) ([@bib71])5\>5000([@bib12]) ([@bib69]) ([@bib21]) ([@bib11])4**Study design**[a](#tbl3fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Cross-sectional([@bib77]) ([@bib34]) ([@bib62]) ([@bib29]) ([@bib28]) ([@bib70]) ([@bib35]) ([@bib59]) ([@bib13]) ([@bib10]) ([@bib37]) ([@bib63]) ([@bib5]) ([@bib12]) ([@bib42]) ([@bib15]) ([@bib43]) ([@bib60]) ([@bib30]) ([@bib40]) ([@bib20]) ([@bib41]) ([@bib44]) ([@bib69]) ([@bib36]) ([@bib21]) ([@bib11]) ([@bib49]) ([@bib25]) ([@bib26]) ([@bib14]) ([@bib9]) ([@bib3]) ([@bib50]) ([@bib51]) ([@bib4]) ([@bib57]) ([@bib23]) ([@bib73]) ([@bib71]) ([@bib2]) ([@bib72]) ([@bib76])43Longitudinal([@bib64]) ([@bib16]) ([@bib67])3Both[@bib61]1Intervention([@bib35]) ([@bib10]) ([@bib37]) ([@bib67])4**Analysis**Qualitative([@bib59]) ([@bib20]) ([@bib3]) ([@bib50]) ([@bib51]) ([@bib4]) ([@bib76])7Quantitative([@bib77]) ([@bib64]) ([@bib62]) ([@bib61]) ([@bib29]) ([@bib28]) ([@bib70]) ([@bib35]) ([@bib13]) ([@bib10]) ([@bib37]) ([@bib67]) ([@bib63]) ([@bib5]) ([@bib12]) ([@bib42]) ([@bib15]) ([@bib43]) ([@bib60]) ([@bib30]) ([@bib40]) ([@bib41]) ([@bib69]) ([@bib36]) ([@bib21]) ([@bib11]) ([@bib49]) ([@bib25]) ([@bib26]) ([@bib14]) ([@bib9]) ([@bib57]) ([@bib23]) ([@bib73]) ([@bib71])35Both([@bib34]) ([@bib16]) ([@bib44]) ([@bib2]) ([@bib72])5[^1]

4. Methods employed {#sec4}
===================

4.1. Spatial extent of activity space {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------

Activity spaces were derived from objective GPS data (n = 30) and reported locational data (n = 24). Seven studies used both. Regardless of the method used, all studies assessed the spatial extent of activity in one of three ways: (i) by using all movement, (ii) by focusing on key locations visited or (iii) by focusing on specific routes or activity types ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). There was a range of different methods employed within each broad grouping and sometimes within a single study.Fig. 2Methods used to delineate activity spaces with descriptions of example applications. ![](fx1.gif) Anchor point (for example: home/work/school/sports club location). •/![](fx2.gif)Geo-located movement. ![](fx3.gif) Activity space.Fig. 2

### 4.1.1. All movement (n = 20 studies) {#sec4.1.1}

Methods included daily path areas (DPA) (buffer of all points or tracks) (n = 6), standard deviational ellipses (SDE) (n = 5), minimum convex hull polygons (MCP) (n = 4), and personalised maps of plotted points or tracks of movements (n = 11). Some examples of the latter indicated areas accessed using different travel modes ([@bib72]; [@bib59]) or for physical activity ([@bib76]). Unique estimations of the activity space also used a maximum path distance to recorded points of movement ([@bib43]) and a composite measure of distances travelled and frequency at locations ([@bib35]). There was little consistency across delineation methods, for example, DPA buffer sizes ranged from 50 m ([@bib61]) to over 800 m ([@bib77]), one study added an additional 20 m buffer to an MCP ([@bib63]), and one ([@bib77]; [@bib28]; [@bib64]) or two ([@bib34]) standard deviations were used for SDEs.

### 4.1.2. Key locations (n = 13 studies) {#sec4.1.2}

For these studies, key locations were used to define the activity space. Locations included trip origin and destinations ([@bib69]; [@bib9], [@bib10]; [@bib14]) destinations actively travelled to ([@bib71]), locations for activities ([@bib15]; [@bib21]; [@bib13]; [@bib57]; [@bib11]; [@bib12]; [@bib23]), and home and school addresses ([@bib40]). Measures did not capture movement between locations. MCP was commonly used to delineate activity spaces in these key location studies (n = 7). Four studies used a buffer of point locations, one of which was radial ([@bib40]) and three were network ([@bib69]; [@bib9], [@bib10]), one study used an SDE ([@bib57]), and one interpolated from GPS coordinates ([@bib14]).

### 4.1.3. Specific routes or activity types (n = 12 studies) {#sec4.1.3}

These were typically assessed using a buffer (n = 7). Buffers of active trips or routes to and from home or school were generally smaller than those employed for other movement limits, ranging from 50 m to 500 m. One study used MCP and SDE measures to summarise the space used to make trips to or from home ([@bib2]) and five studies interpolated environmental characteristics directly from point or polyline locations, describing the locations used for physical activity or passed on route ([@bib49]; [@bib62]; [@bib41]; [@bib36]; [@bib60]).

4.2. Temporal extent of activity space {#sec4.2}
--------------------------------------

Three key elements in relation to temporality were considered when deriving activity spaces.

### 4.2.1. Scale of data accumulation {#sec4.2.1}

Most activity spaces were delineated using data accumulated at the trip (n = 16), day (n = 13), or multi-day (n = 18) level. The majority of studies which assessed activity spaces at the day level used a separate measure per person per day but two studies used an average measure over a number of days to determine a mean daily activity space ([@bib11]; [@bib12]). Where specified, the minimum number of days required for participants to be included in analysis ranged from one to four. Six studies used reports of usual places visited or routes used, geo-located these and then derived activity spaces ([@bib40]; [@bib71]; [@bib57]; [@bib41]; [@bib23]; [@bib76]). Usual places were defined as those visited on a regular basis ([@bib40]; [@bib71]; [@bib41]), were meaningful to the participant ([@bib76]), were visited at least once a month ([@bib23]), or had varying frequency depending on the type of destination (at least once a week, except for workplaces and supermarkets which were required to be visited for at least one third of the week or once a month respectively) ([@bib57]).

The level of data used, whether a single trip or day, several days, or usual, appeared dependent on the research question and whether the activity space was used as an exposure or outcome. Example applications are detailed in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. Often the level of aggregation was related to the temporality of other measured variables, for example, if step counts were investigated, data were often accumulated at the day level. However, authors did not always make clear the level at which data had been accumulated and justification was rarely provided. Three qualitative studies recognised that temporality may be important and investigated activity spaces for a trip, day and over several days ([@bib72]; [@bib3]; [@bib51]). These studies aimed to discuss specific spatial patterns of activity bouts and daily routines, how these contributed to general use of space for frequent and occasional activities over a number of days, and suggested different associations based on the temporal scale of the data.Table 4Scale of temporal data.Table 4Level of data accumulation for deriving activity spaceExample applicationTripEstimate environmental characteristics on the route to school and investigate their associations with travel mode used on route ([@bib25])DayBased on all activity location visited per day, estimate environmental characteristics within the activity space and their associations with the area of the activity space ([@bib15])Multi-dayBased on all trips made over the course of several days, estimate walkability within activity space and investigate association with total weekly minutes of moderate physical activity ([@bib63])UsualIdentify 'regular' locations visited by individuals and estimate the size of the activity space and its association with active trips made ([@bib57])[^2]

### 4.2.2. Weekday and weekend {#sec4.2.2}

Differences in behaviour and extent of activity for weekdays and weekends were accounted for by relatively few studies. This may be due to the limited number of days\' worth of data collected, however, there is evidence of key differences in physical activity across these times ([@bib52]; [@bib53]). Only three studies quantitatively investigated the differences between weekday and weekend activity spaces ([@bib34]; [@bib11]; [@bib36]) with one finding that utilitarian walking was more likely to occur on weekdays than recreational walking ([@bib36]). Two of the qualitative studies described how activity was patterned by day ([@bib3]; [@bib50]) and found unique activities occurring at the weekends ([@bib3]) and differences in times and geographies of older adults\' mobilities over different days depending on factors such as weather and availability of family ([@bib50]).

Seven studies limited their investigations to weekdays as a way to capture school or work-related behaviours and two studies acknowledged the day of the week as a potential confounding factor in their analysis ([@bib61]; [@bib30]), however, most studies did not account for or investigate differences in activity by day of the week.

### 4.2.3. Exposure weighting {#sec4.2.3}

The extent of an individual\'s environmental exposure varies by the proximity to or amount of time spent in a location, and the type of activity being undertaken ([@bib33]). For example, the same space may be experienced for longer and more closely when walking compared to when driving.

Some studies accounted for this by weighting the exposure of an environmental characteristic within an activity space. Rudimentary examples of this included limiting analysis to only locations that are frequently visited ([@bib30]; [@bib43]) and investigating environments experienced during a single behaviour such as walking ([@bib62]; [@bib36]; [@bib60]; [@bib67]). These studies assumed that the environments in which participants spent most time are the most important exposures and that environments are experienced in an equal way when undertaking the behaviour of interest. Some qualitative studies recognised clusters of activity on maps of individuals\' movements and discussed reasons for 'lingering'; identifying functional and emotional connections to regular and unique places visited ([@bib3],[@bib4]). More complex approaches used to weight exposures included cell ([@bib26]; [@bib25]) and inverse distance weighting ([@bib5]) whereby a distance decay effect between individuals\' recorded locations and proximate environments was applied, and a kernel density approach which weights locations by the density or duration of activity taken place there ([@bib15]; [@bib35]; [@bib77]; [@bib69]; [@bib9], [@bib10]).

Those studies that attempted to apply weighting techniques provided a methodological step in accounting for temporal dimensions of an individual\'s environmental exposure. However, the majority of studies did not consider the duration of time in any area, with some averaging measures across bouts or routes so that exposures received equal weight, irrespective of time spent in them ([@bib62]; [@bib41]; [@bib36]). The frequency of visits to key locations was not always measured and no studies assigned different weights depending on the behaviour being undertaken. Although weighting methods were relatively uncommon and inconsistent, they highlight potential ways to capture the density of activities or identify which environmental characteristics are most strongly associated with physical activity.

4.3. Research questions answered {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------

In describing the research questions answered by these studies, and considering our interest in eliciting how activity spaces have been used to strengthen causal inference, we categorised studies according to the research questions as they related to a possible hypothesised causal pathway ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This pathway might work in the following way: characteristics of the environment might influence where people are active or spend time (captured through activity spaces) which might be related to levels of physical activity and subsequent health outcomes. Studies using activity spaces addressed different research questions which mapped on to different areas of the causal pathway: studies assessed either the extent of movement by assessing the *features or parameters of the activity space itself* or used the delineation of the activity space to measure environmental *features within the activity space*.Fig. 3Conceptual framework of research questions answered.^a^Totals to more than 47 as some studies address both types of research question^b^Some studies used shape and size as an indicator of physical activity.Fig. 3

### 4.3.1. Features of an activity space {#sec4.3.1}

Eighteen studies assessed the shape and/or size of the activity space, measuring the area, perimeter or compactness as an independent or dependent variable, or moderator. Shape was measured using SDEs whilst size was derived from polygons of activity spaces. Perhaps the most straightforward application was the use of activity space parameters as an independent variable to assess the spatial extent of movement in relation to physical activity outcomes ([@bib21]; [@bib57]; [@bib44]; [@bib42]) . Two of these studies found that a smaller and more compact activity space may be related to an increased likelihood of active travel ([@bib21]; [@bib57]), however, when assessing MVPA in adolescents, Lee and colleagues found that travel mode to school may be an important source of physical activity irrespective of activity space size ([@bib42]). An additional study used the size of the activity space as an indicator of physical activity and reported a weak positive correlation with perceived health ([@bib23]).

Twelve studies used the activity space as an outcome to understand if access to different environmental characteristics influenced the extent of mobility and space used. Some used measures of the built environment as an independent variable and typically found that access to denser characteristics of urban form, such as walkability and connectivity, was associated with smaller activity spaces ([@bib15]; [@bib28]; [@bib11]; [@bib12]; [@bib64]). Studies investigated and adjusted for sociodemographic factors and one considered the effect of weather ([@bib15]).

Similar studies built on this relationship and investigated the role of physical activity by incorporating travel mode into their independent variables ([@bib34]; [@bib43]; [@bib70]) or by investigating the moderating role of public transport services ([@bib34]; [@bib34]). In the latter studies, Kamruzzaman and colleagues reported that environment-activity space relationships are sensitive to the accessibility of public transport services, car ownership and day of the week, which may be indicative of fewer travel needs or more constraints at weekends. Developing these hypotheses further, one study reported an inverse association between the presence of utilitarian destinations and activity space size but no association between activity space size and steps in school children ([@bib71]). The lack of association observed is in contrast to other work ([@bib21]; [@bib57]) but aligns with findings by Lee and colleagues that suggest the size of the activity space may not be important for increasing physical activity ([@bib42]). Despite the majority of these studies focusing on a narrow part of the causal pathway and differences in the strength of study design and questions answered, the general pattern of results when viewed together suggest that denser, more urban environments were associated with more contained activity spaces, and more contained activity spaces were associated with active travel.

One study assessed the area, shape, and overlap of walking-specific activity spaces with self-defined neighbourhoods before and after the development of a street design intervention designed to more safely accommodate all transport modes ([@bib67]). The authors found that walking activity spaces were significantly smaller than neighbourhoods, were included within but comprised a small proportion of the defined area, and became more compact following the intervention. Similar comparisons between activity spaces and neighbourhoods or 'potential' activity spaces (possible environments that could be used) are made elsewhere ([@bib71]; [@bib13]; [@bib63]; [@bib2]) with reports of comparable findings that walking activity spaces are smaller than neighbourhood buffers used in walkability research ([@bib63]).

### 4.3.2. Features within an activity space {#sec4.3.2}

The majority of studies used activity spaces as a way to quantify environmental characteristics that populations were exposed to and then investigated the relationship between these features and physical activity (n = 33). The density or diversity of features as well as categorical descriptions of where activity had taken place (e.g inside/outside the residential neighbourhood) were used as independent variables. Measures of features were often derived from secondary and audit data, digitised in GIS, and quantified within activity space polygons or interpolated from points or routes.

The characteristics investigated varied across the studies although a number found that activity spaces with greater walkability, residential density, or utilitarian services were associated with higher MVPA and walking [@bib40]; [@bib61]; [@bib14]; [@bib63]; [@bib10]). However, findings were not consistent and mixed observations were reported for greenspaces and street densities ([@bib30]; [@bib49]; [@bib69]; [@bib26]; [@bib41]; [@bib25]). Houston and colleagues found associations between environmental features and MVPA in adults were sensitive to the proximity of features to GPS locations ([@bib30]) which suggests observations may be dependent on the method used, as well as heterogeneity in the populations investigated. One study investigated measures of the built environment within the defined neighbourhood and walking activity space and reported that cross-sectionally, the environments within the activity space were more strongly related to walking trips but that changes to environments within the defined neighbourhood were more important for explaining changes in the number of walking trips made ([@bib63]).

Although not always made explicit in research aims, the nature of locational data used by a number of studies implied that they investigated the environments used for physical activity rather than those potentially accessible ([@bib73]; [@bib61]; [@bib30]; [@bib37]; [@bib49]; [@bib41]; [@bib25]; [@bib60]). For example, studies which characterised environments on a route described spaces that have been used for a specific behaviour or purpose. Quistberg and colleagues used the location of walking bouts to derive an activity space and estimated the risk of pedestrian collisions with motor vehicles with measures of walking ([@bib60]). The risk of pedestrian collision is defined as an outcome and findings suggest that participants walked for recreation in areas with lower risk. However, a more interesting research question from an epidemiological perspective may be to understand how exposure to collision risk affects levels of walking and health which could plausibly be deduced from the same methodology.

Some studies addressed differences between potential access and actual usage by capturing broader spaces experienced over a day or week to identify a range of spaces that may be accessible to an individual, or by comparing features within an activity space with those accessible from a home address ([@bib77]; Chaix et al., 2016; [@bib29]; [@bib63]). Ten studies used qualitative analysis to understand why particular environments were chosen for use ([@bib72]; [@bib4], [@bib3]; [@bib51]; [@bib44]; [@bib50]; [@bib16]; [@bib59]; [@bib76]; [@bib20]).

4.4. Strengthening causal inference {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------------

The unit of analysis and method used to delineate an activity space gives rise to different strengths, limitations, and conceptual considerations and many studies used the most appropriate method to answer the specific research question addressed. In general, few studies discussed the implications for causal inference; however, many noted that the use of locational data beyond the residential neighbourhood was an important development in improving understanding of the causal relationships between the environment and physical activity. We used the most relevant aspects of Bradford Hill\'s principles of causation ([@bib27]), to frame our synthesis of how issues were discussed and the strategies employed to deal with them. Here we focus on consistency, specificity, plausibility, temporality and experimentation.

### 4.4.1. Consistency {#sec4.4.1}

The broad pattern of results suggests that dense characteristics of urban form are associated with smaller activity spaces and higher levels of physical activity. However, there is a large degree of variation in the research questions answered, methods used to derive and summarise activity spaces, environmental features identified within activity spaces and associations with activity. Some studies assessed relationships between specific behaviours and microscale features of the environment whilst others assessed more general patterns with regards to mobility. While some similarities in results were seen for studies that answered similar research questions using similar methods, as a whole there were mixed results across the entire body of literature identified.

The activity space can be used in a number of ways and applied within the same dataset to answer different but related questions. For example, Perchoux and colleagues investigated a range of questions by assessing features within the activity space and their association with the spatial dimensions of the activity space as well as assessing the features of the activity space with transport related outcomes ([@bib57]). Findings from the different questions were consistent; showing that higher levels of active transport were associated with smaller activity spaces.

### 4.4.2. Specificity {#sec4.4.2}

Delineations of the activity space typically drew on all movement or locations visited and provided little insight into how this relates to specific behaviours or whether spaces were used for physical activity. However, if the research question aims to understand how people use space, greater specificity of activity space measures might provide a stronger basis for causal inference. Daily path areas, particularly those with smaller buffer sizes, provide a more accurate estimation of space used than the SDE or MCP which can overgeneralise and lead to residual confounding ([@bib70]). Although these latter measures provide a useful measure of environments potentially accessible to the individual.

### 4.4.3. Plausibility and circularity {#sec4.4.3}

The use of the activity space reduces the spatial and temporal uncertainty relating to actual areas visited and time spent in locations compared to static measures of the environment, as described in the concept of the UGCP ([@bib39]). In most studies, the design limited the ability to understand whether spaces are used because they are supportive of a preferred activity or because they are accessible from an anchor point -- the problem of selective daily mobility bias. Studies which interpolate environmental features from spatial data of a route or activity bout were at the greatest risk of selective daily mobility bias ([@bib49]; [@bib62]; [@bib41]; [@bib36]; [@bib60]). For example, McMinn and colleagues investigate what physical environmental characteristics are associated with MVPA on the school commute by assigning a land use category to GPS points ([@bib49]). Here, the direct environments used for travel are described, however, the environmental exposures are a direct result of individuals\' travel choices which leads to an issue of circularity. Studies which use a summary measure of all locations visited provide a more plausible measure of environmental exposure, including characteristics which are both potentially accessible and used for physical activity. For example, one study characterised the percentage of parkland within a standard deviational ellipse and a buffered daily path area of all GPS trips made over the course of one week ([@bib77]). However, this measure is formulated around movement that has actually occurred and environments that individuals are exposed to as a result of their choices and does not provide any insight into where MVPA took place. Consequently, the basis for causal inference is low with respect to plausibility and circularity.

Nine studies highlighted selective daily mobility bias as an issue ([@bib77]; [@bib34]; [@bib13]; [@bib57]; [@bib5]; [@bib69]; [@bib9]; [@bib14]; [@bib29]) and two tried to address this by comparing potential and actual routes taken ([@bib5]; [@bib9]). Where no significant differences were observed it was assumed that bias was minimised as route choices appeared not to be heavily based on preferences ([@bib5]). One study controlled for selective daily mobility bias by adjusting for residential and transport preferences, as well as modes used in previous trips taken as these were thought to influence characteristics of the place visited and mode used in present trip ([@bib9]). The authors characterised trip origin and destinations but not environmental conditions along routes. This reduces the issue of circularity and by considering all destinations, provides an advance on studies which investigate environments within a residential neighbourhood. Chaix and colleagues discuss the filtering of locational data to remove locations where physical activity occurs from measures of accessible environments to mitigate bias ([@bib8]). Although this could be achieved by combining different spatial and temporal methods that are present across the studies, none of the studies in the review have attempted this.

Activity spaces were rarely used to provide evidence of plausible *mechanisms* behind observed relationships, although a number of studies used qualitative data to understand why some spaces are used and others are not. For example, Hand and colleagues used go-along interviews and personalised GPS maps to shed light on person-place transactions and commented that quantitative data could be explored further to compliment these findings ([@bib20]).

### 4.4.4. Temporality and experimentation {#sec4.4.4}

Studies which used aggregated momentary measures of movement, such as GPS or travel diaries, captured all locations visited over multiple days (n = 18). Conversely, some studies used self-reported measures of usual places visited explored those visited only on a regular basis (n = 6). Whilst the momentary studies capture more specific locations visited, the shorter data collection period may mean that the general pattern of behaviours are not adequately captured. Both of these are valuable depending on the research question. The distinction between these methods and the behaviour of interest should be considered in future studies and the temporal dimension of activity spaces should be well-matched to exposures or outcomes and relevant for the research question.

Little consideration was given to different temporal scales and few studies weighted exposures by length of time or type of behaviour. Consequently, it is difficult to understand whether relationships are strengthened for more proximal or longer environmental exposure.

Only four longitudinal studies were included in the review ([@bib61]; [@bib16]; [@bib64]; [@bib67]) which limits the causal inferences that can be made. Assessing changes in the environment, locations of activity, or anchor points over time may provide an understanding of whether this increases physical activity and could strengthen the basis for causality inference. One study used geo-referenced qualitative data to investigate why older adults chose to be active in different places ([@bib16]) and another assessed temporal differences in associations between the built environment and MVPA in adolescent girls ([@bib61]). Both observed changes in physical activity and environmental interactions over time. However, neither considered displacement of activity due to a change in the environment.

There is an opportunity to use activity spaces in evaluative studies to complement assessments of physical activity. We identified four intervention studies which all examined environmental interventions despite our search enabling us to potentially identify individually delivered interventions. A study to assess the effect of an intervention to promote activity could use activity spaces to understand if this has changed where activity takes place or if it has changed the types of activities undertaken or with whom. It might also provide validation that changes in physical activity were directly attributable to the intervention under study. This general approach was used by Kosaka and colleagues in their assessment of covered walkways ([@bib37]) and by Kamruzzaman and colleagues who assessed if distance to a transport service affected the size of the activity space ([@bib35]). Although both examined an intervention, study designs were cross-sectional. One study assessed changes in activity spaces and walking in response to street safety developments ([@bib67]) and it provided the strongest basis for causal inference due to its within-individual follow-up, controlled assessment of an intervention, and investigation of research questions relating to the features of and features within an activity space. Further evaluative studies of these types are required.

5. Recommendations for future work {#sec5}
==================================

Our findings illustrate that the activity space can be used to characterise the environments which people are exposed to or engage with as a result of their activities. Both the features *of* and *within* the activity space have been shown to be associated with activity but more evidence is needed to establish the direction of the causal pathway and whether the relationship between potential accessibility to environmental features and physical activity behaviours are explained by use of space. Different but complimentary research questions have been addressed and could be combined to advance the field. For example, separate methods to measure potential accessibility to environments and use of those environments could be used in the same study to answer research questions framed around understanding whether environments accessible to individuals are used for physical activity and what this means for overall activity levels.

There are a variety of spatial methods used to delineate the activity space as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, but all studies within the review captured either all movement, key locations, or locations of specific routes or activity bouts. We recommend carefully considering the distinction between measuring environments that are potentially accessible to an individual from those which the individual is directly exposed to a result of their use and using methods appropriate for the specific research question. Some studies considered differences in access and use and go some way to reducing selective daily mobility bias by comparing the activity space to residential neighbourhoods or shortest routes ([@bib71]; [@bib13]; [@bib5]; [@bib63]; [@bib2]; [@bib67]). Further strategies to account for selective daily mobility bias may involve sensitivity analyses whereby separate analyses are performed for activity spaces including all behaviour and activity spaces where the behaviour or route of interest is filtered. Some authors commented on the need to understand why individuals may be active beyond their neighbourhood ([@bib67]). Future studies could improve the definition of accessibility and help unpack mechanisms to understand why some spaces are used and others are not by incorporating qualitative evidence or controlling for individuals\' activity preferences.

Currently, there is little consistency in the application of temporal elements and more consideration could be given to weighting environments by their duration of use. Weights may be derived from a kernel density map of activity duration and types of activity and applied to measures of the activity space. The level of data accumulation used to derive the activity space should be appropriate for the outcome under investigation and it is important to analyse weekday and weekend relationships separately given observed differences in patterns of behaviour over these times. We identified relatively few longitudinal and intervention studies. Additional studies assessing the effects of environmental change are encouraged to strengthen casual inference and aid understanding of how interventions affect the spatial patterning of physical activity and whether levels of activity are increased, decreased, or displaced over time. We also recommend more studies in low and middle income countries to improve the generalisability of findings. This is important for understanding where physical activity occurs in different settings which could help to guide future interventions.

6. Strengths and limitations of the review {#sec6}
==========================================

The strengths of this review include an extensive search strategy which was developed following an iterative process and applied to a range of specialised and interdisciplinary databases and having no restrictions on study type. The search process helped to develop and identify concepts of the activity space and the ways in which it has been used to answer questions about the relationship between environmental features, the use of those environments for activity and overall levels of physical activity. Although all included studies were in English, there was no language restriction and a number of full texts were translated to assess eligibility for inclusion. Studies published since the search may have been missed; however, the aim of the review was to describe general methods and conceptual issues which are prevalent in the literature, not to comprehensively search ([@bib58]). We discussed themes relating to study characteristics, methods and, conceptual issues in an emerging area of research that currently has little standardisation. In doing so, we highlight potential methods which could be used to answer important research questions to help researchers reduce issues of bias and strengthen causal inference, and ultimately guide future intervention research in the field.

The evidence reviewed here is complementary to evidence that describes which types of environments people are more active in, without producing a spatial summary measure. We excluded those types of studies to focus our review on the research questions addressed and methods of summarising spatial data. Some excluded studies might have strengthened the basis for causal inference in other ways. We also focused on outcomes related to activity and excluded studies using activity spaces to examine associations between environmental exposures and dietary or BMI outcomes ([@bib5]; [@bib6]); however these studies might have important methodological contributions to add to this topic.

7. Conclusions {#sec7}
==============

The use of the activity space is an emerging methodology for advancing studies of environment-physical activity relationships which may also be relevant for outcomes from a variety of disciplines. A range of activity space types exist and the activity space used within studies was often subject to the availability of data and the research question which the authors aimed to answer. Activity spaces can be used as both exposures and outcomes on the hypothesised environment-physical activity causal pathway and questions may relate to either the features of an activity space or features within an activity space.

There is a need for greater consistency across study designs to enable comparisons and assessment of both potentially accessible spaces and spaces used for physical activity within the same study. Longitudinal data and evaluations of interventions enabled changes in the use of space and behaviours in response to changes in the environment to be investigated, and controlling for residential and travel preferences reduced selective daily mobility bias. Currently, the application of these strategies is limited which highlights the paucity in thinking about how activity space can be used to strengthen causal inference.
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Changes from pilot searches {#appsec1.1}
---------------------------

Pilot searches were performed in PubMed, testing different combinations of themes (GPS, physical activity, environment, and activity space), to understand if any search terms limited the results and to identify keywords from papers of interest. Titles of studies from the searches were screened and potentially relevant articles were shortlisted and reviewed with colleagues to inform the final search strategy.

After reviewing the outputs from the pilot searches and identifying articles which are suitable for achieving the aims of the review, the GPS theme was extended to capture other mapping methods and an additional theme relating to health and behaviour outcomes other than physical activity was added. The purpose of the additional subheading was to capture studies that apply the concept of the activity space, based on individuals\' movement and accessible or accessed spaces, in relation to general health and socioeconomic influences of health.

Combinations of the five finalised search terms themes were tested with different Boolean operators (AND/OR) to identify which combination captured a broad range of studies, including all relevant studies identified from the pilot searches, and which returned a manageable number of results to sort through manually. In brief, using the activity space theme as an OR term returned too many records to manually sort through and using the environment theme as an OR term introduced a large number of irrelevant studies. The broad environmental terms were therefore omitted from the final search in favour of the more specific sets of terms under the mapping and activity space themes.

Google Scholar was proposed as an additional database, but the number of returned studies were unmanageable and the diversity of the topic was likely to have been captured by the general health and multidisciplinary databases: PubMed, Web of Science, TRID (Transport Research International Documentation), Scopus, Ovid MEDLINE, ProQuest and NICE (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence) evidence search.

Pubmed search strategy {#appsec1.2}
----------------------

(((((((GPS OR global positioning system OR GIS OR geographical information system OR map OR mapped OR mapping OR behavioural geography OR context))

AND.

(activity space OR potential path OR daily path OR destinations)))

AND.

(((physical activity OR walk\* OR bicycl\* OR cycling OR exercise OR transportation OR mobility OR movement OR sport OR MVPA OR activity))

OR.

(Spatial behaviour OR health behaviour OR community OR social cohesion)))

AND Humans\[Mesh\]))

NOT (chromosom\*\[Title/Abstract\] OR hippocampus\[Title/Abstract\] OR nervous\[Title/Abstract\] OR genetic\*\[Title/abstract\] OR cortex\[Title/Abstract\] OR cortical\[Title/Abstract\] OR chemical\[Title/Abstract\] OR receptor\[Title/abstract\] OR tumor\[Title/abstract\] OR tumour\[Title/abstract\])Table A1Data extraction form and example studyTable A1PopulationStudy typeAS measureAuthorYearTitleLinkAge groupYearsSub-groupLocationSample sizeData sourceDesignInterventionAnalysisMovementDelineation methodLocation dataDefinitionLee2016Does activity space size influence physical activity levels of adolescents?---A GPS study of an urban environmentArticles\\\
Lee_2016. pdfAdolescent13.8\
±0.6N/ADowntown Vancouver, Canada\
\
N America39Active Streets, Active People-Junior study, 2012Cross-sectionalNoQuantAll tripsDPA (200 m buffer) for each person-dayGPSExposure:\
Daily AS areaExposureOutcomeResearch QsMain findingsBiases and limitations of AS discussedAdditional notesDescriptionMeasureMethodDescriptionMeasureMethodDaily AS areaObjective*See AS measures*Daily MVPA (mins/day):\
Total, school day, trip basedObjectiveAccelerometerIs the size of activity spaces (geographic coverage of daily travel) associated with moderate-to-vigorous PA (MVPA; min/day) amongst adolescents?There was no association between activity space size and school-day MVPA. School and school travel are important sources of PA in Vancouver adolescents, irrespective of activity space area covered.No limitations of AS as a concept discussed 
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MVPA\[4\]Hirsch et al. (2016)Older adults1) Are destinations associated with physical activity?DestinationsTotal physical activity\[6\]Franke et al. (2017)[a](#tblA2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Older adults1) Where are older adults active and why?\
2) How does this change over time?Provision for walking and cyclingSteps\[9\]Rundle et al. (2016)Adults1) What are the size and characteristics of neighbourhoods utilised and not utilised?\
2) Does walkability influence the size of the utilised area?\
3) Is walkability associated with physical activity in the activity space and the neighbourhood?Provision for walking and cyclingMPA\[10\]Burgoine et al. (2015)Children1) Are home, school and journey exposures to food, physical activity and built environments associated with BMI?Destinations\
Provision for walking and cycling\
Street connectivity\
Aesthetics and safety\
Natural environmentBMI\[15\]Quistberg et al. (2017)Adults1) Is walking associated with pedestrian collision risk of a collision?Street connectivityWalking\[16\]Houston (2014)Adults1) What is the relationship between built environment factors on walking routes and MVPA?Provision for walking and cycling\
Natural environment\
Land use types and mixWalking\
MVPA\[17\]Larsen et al. (2009)Children1) Are characteristics of the physical and social environment associated with the journey to and from school?Provision for walking and cycling\
Street connectivity\
Natural environment\
Land use types and mixTravel mode\[18\]Hand et al. (2018)[a](#tblA2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Older adults1) How do older adults connect within and with their neighbourhoods?DestinationsWalking\[19\]Larsen et al. (2016)Children2) Are characteristics of the built environment on the school commutes related to travel mode?Provision for walking and cycling\
Street connectivity\
Aesthetics and safety\
Natural environmentWalking\[21\]van Heeswijck et al. (2015)Adults1) What characteristics are associated with transport related physical activity?Destinations\
Street connectivity\
Natural environment\
Land use types and mixActive travel\[22\]Kang et al. (2017)Adults1) How do recreational and utilitarian walking behaviours differ spatially and temporally?Destinations\
Street connectivity\
Natural environment\
Land use types and mixWalking\[28\]Plazier et al. (2017)[a](#tblA2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Adults1) Under what conditions can e-bikes substitute motorised commuting?\
2) Which role do travel experiences play in the daily commute by e-bike?Provision for walking and cycling\
Street connectivity\
Aesthetics and safetyCycling\[29\]Chaix et al. (2017)Adults1) Is residential accessibility to services associated with walking?\
2) Is there residential effect fallacy and confounding and can it be corrected for by using non-residential accessibility measures?DestinationsWalking[^3][^4][^5]

We thank David Ogilvie, Thomas Burgoine, and Esther van Sluijs for their input into the study scope and research question, and Fumiaki Imamura for his assistance in English translation.

[^1]: Column totals to more than 47 as some studies listed in more than category and categories not mutually exclusive.

[^2]: Multi-day level measures aggregated movement data collected over a number of days.

[^3]: LPA = light physical activity, M(V)PA = moderate (to vigorous) physical activity, BMI = body mass index.

[^4]: Studies include a qualitative assessment.

[^5]: Typical features included in broad groups: **Destinations** = healthcare, community, food outlets, parks, schools, physical activity facilities, **Provision for walking and cycling** = walk score, footpath provision, cycle path provision, **Street connectivity** = connectivity, road or intersection density, public transport, **Aesthetics and safety** = aesthetics, road safety, crime safety, **Natural environment** = greenspace, bluespace, trees, slope, **Land use types and mix** = recreational, institutional, residential, commercial, urbanicity, land use mix.
